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10 March 2005 
Medical JCSG Briefing Notes 

 
Date: Wednesday, March 9, 2005  Time: 14:30-16:00  Place: 1A1079 
 
JCSG Chairman: LTG George Taylor, Surgeon General, USAF 
JCSG Executive Secretary: COL Mark Hamilton 
 
JCSG Key Attendees:   

o LTG George Taylor, USAF SG 
o VADM Donald Arthur, Navy SG 
o Mr. Ed Chan, ASD(HA)/CP&P 
o MG Daniel Porr, J-4 Medical 
o COL Mark Hamilton, MJCSG 
o Dr. Eric Christensen, CNA 
o MAJ Kimberly Coltman, USAF SG 
o MAJ Tony Cook, HA Analyst 
o Dr. Don Curry, USA OTSG 
o MAJ Karrie Fristoe, HA/TMA 
o MAJ Michaelle Guerrero, AF/SG 
o COL Jay Harmon, J4-MRD 
o MAJ Doug Harper, AF/SGSF 
o CAPT Nancy Hight, USN 
o COL Barbara Jacob, USAF/SG 
o Dr. Bob Opsut, OSD/HA 
o CAPT Al Shimkus, BUMED 
o Mr. Maurice Yaglom, USA SG 

 
Red Team Attendees:  

o Honorable H.T. Johnson 
o Honorable Robin Pirie  
o General Leon Salomon 
o Mr. John Turnquist 

 
Subject:  Candidate Recommendation Briefing by Medical JCSG to BRAC Red Team  
 
Presenter: LTG George Taylor 
 
Items of Import: 

• Tricare for life has impacted program requirements significantly. 
• Three functions of MJCSG are Healthcare Education and Training, Healthcare services, 

and Research and Development. 
• Capacity is defined by function and sub-function. 
• Surge 

o Primary/specialty care: No surge capacity requirement because overflow can be 
absorbed by Tricare 

o Inpatient services: 20% of current 
o Education and Training: No surge capacity requirement 

 

DCN: 2183
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Questions that arose: 
• What is the source of the metrics such as RWP, RVU, and DWV? These are standard 

throughout the medical industry – used by AMA, ADA, and Medicare. (Salomon) 
• Are the TOE forces, deployable medical units, included in scope of effort?  We looked at 

“brick and mortar” type items – the infrastructure. Scope includes the work done at the 
fixed facilities: medical treatment facilities, education and training facilities, and 
research and development facilities.  (Salomon) 

• If there are seasonal or random fluctuations throughout the year and the steady-state is to 
run at 80% capacity, then why is the remaining 20% of capacity called surge?  Is it not 
the case that the steady-state accommodates surge and therefore, additional surge 
requirements are unnecessary?  (Johnson) 

• Where/how does Tricare fit in?  Medical treatment facilities are part of Tricare. 
(Salomon) 

• How many people were treated in the Tricare Program last year?  Roughly 5 million. 
Eight million are eligible, 6 million use the program and 4 million are enrolled. 
(Salomon) 

• What is your strategy? The previous slide – “Analysis Approach” (Slide 6, but each 
function also has its own strategy. (Salomon) 

• Of the 181 Medical treatment facilities, you only looked at 64 (3 + 5 + 56)? No.  Of the 
181, only three are relevant to Medical Basic Enlisted Training, only 5 relevant to 
Medical Specialty Enlisted Training, etc..  The 181 is the universe of Medical Treatment 
Facilities. (Salomon) 

• Why is Sheppard AFB have the highest military value?  It is only with respect to 
educational facilities. (Johnson) 

• Are there other potential arguments to closing USUHS other than possible conflict with 
Title 10?  No, NORTHCOM is on board.  (Johnson) 

• Was the optimization model run on all 181 medical treatment facilities? Or just the 13 at 
the bottom of the chart (Slide 20)?  Optimization model run on all 181.  (Salomon) 

• Why do you use the Optimization Model of some and Average Daily Patient Load for 
others?  (Salomon) 

• Have you cleared/coordinated with the VA? No, we did not count on the VA capacity, we 
just recognized it exists. (Salomon) 

• Will there be Air Force people at Fort Bragg.  Yes. (Salomon) 
• Are you breaking new ground with actions for San Antonio area?  Not really.  (Johnson) 
• What kind of support is there for the Walter Reed recommendation? What’s outside 

BRAC?  What’s in the POM? Why is there such as drop in Military Value from Bethesda 
to WRAMC? Will care be degraded as staff leaves prior to relocation as a result of this 
realignment?  We believe the fact that the move is only 7 miles, that this will be less of a 
problem than in other cases where retaining the same staff is impossible.  (Johnson, 
Salomon) 

• What about Edgewood? Technical JSCG is considering activities at that installation. 
(Johnson) 

• Did you look at all Joint-Basing recommendations? Yes. 
 
Informal observations provided at briefing: 

• Add source of resource metrics to “Medical 101” Slide (Slide 4). 
• Make sure capacity measures are the same as used by the Technical JCSG (Slide 7). 
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• Consider making a chart for surge that has a format similar to Slide 7 as opposed to 
bullets as on Slide 8. 

• Need to have an over arching strategy and recommendations need to be specifically 
linked to it.  The overarching strategy will be similar to (and ultimately supported by) the 
MSM strategy on bottom on Slide 35. 

• Charts like that on slides 12, 20, and 34 are unclear. Find a more apparent means of 
displaying the information.  Perhaps put numbers in the arrows. 

• Use of military judgment has to be well documented and supported. 
o Overriding military value with military judgment as was done in MED-0005 

discredits the military value analysis.  Have precise answers and background 
when this occurs.  If it is the case that the recommendation maximizes military 
value subject to capacity constraints, justification should explicitly state this and 
cobra results should be supporting material. 

• Look to documents from the birth of USUHS to use that language to bolster your case for 
why it is no longer needed. 

• Capacity as a function of remaining functional military value graph (Slide 21) may be 
unclear to some.  Explanation of the military value/capacity trade-off needs to be 
clarified. 

• Slide 22:  Rejected/Accepted wording may be unclear.  Make sure it is clear that 
“rejected” indicates “closure”; perhaps change wording.  Include a legend for your color 
coding. 

• Is making Ft. Knox a clinic wise considering it is a relatively large “gainer” site for other 
BRAC actions?  Ft. Knox may in reality be a loser, depending on Army’s pending 
decision. (Salomon) 

• In your justifications (MED-0004, MED-0049, MED-0050, MED-0052, MED-0053, 
MED-0054), what is a “more eligible population”?  Consider changing the wording, 
perhaps “larger” is a more appropriate word choice than “more”.  Also, “inefficient 
patient operations” is troubling choice of words.  Need to use words with the correct 
connotation.  Consider “underutilized” as opposed to “inefficient”. 

• Justifications can be “cookie-cutter”, however, they need to be explicitly linked to and 
support your overarching strategy. 

• MED-0050: In Impacts section, take “Other Risks” out. 
• Your process should be strategy-driven.  Make sure your presentation of 

recommendations clearly indicates this (RE: The use of Optimization Model, ADPL, 
MSM Optimization). 

• Be careful with language such as “Professional judgment” (Slide 36).  It is not clear what 
role this should, does or does not play in BRAC actions. 

• Change title of Slide 37: “Two or More Collocated Inpatient Military Treatment 
Facilities” – Remove San Diego and Hawaii from map. 

• Column headings on Slide 38 are unclear. 
• MED-0002:  Justification for this recommendation cannot be “cookie cutter”.  The 9 year 

payback may be less compelling than necessary – really double check the payback 
numbers. 

• Back-up Slides:  Inpatient metrics do not tell your entire story.  Be careful in saying 
realignment will result in “better care” as this implies care now is inadequate. 

• Chart 10 of Back-up Slides: Military personnel redistributed should be clearer on TOE 
units in the future. 
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Additional observations to consider: 
• Do any of the MJCSG recommendations involve the disposal of property? 
• Note that for several of candidate recommendations, COBRA runs account for the 

realignment of military personnel through a line item in recurring savings rather than as a 
movement of military personnel to Base X.  [Red Team staff raised this issue prior to 
briefing through Alex Yellin who is working with the Medical JCSG staff to correct the 
COBRA analysis.] 

• MED-0004a: Why Cherry Point when there are others Navy facilities with a lower 
functional military value? 

• MED-0004b: Doesn’t look like Langley (who will assume some of the inpatient care 
load) is part of the COBRA analysis.  How will any resource sharing agreement with the 
VA Hospital affect costs at Fort Eustis?  Why Fort Eustis when there are other facilities 
with lower functional military value? 

• MED-005: Used military judgment to consolidate at Fort Sam Houston rather than 
Sheppard or Great Lakes (with higher military value) because of cost of developing joint 
center and proximity to large medical facility. 

• MED-0017: Is this dependent on the Pope/Bragg joint basing candidate recommendation? 
• MED-0022: Is this dependent on the McChord/Lewis joint basing candidate 

recommendation? 
• MED-0030: Need more information re:  capacity for private medical schools to provide 

enough recruits.  Where is additional funding for Health Professional Scholarship 
Program (HPSP) going to come from and is that accounted for in the COBRA run? 

• MED-0050: Need more information on the impact of closing the residency program.  
This facility has an above average ADPL, why not disestablish another installation's 
inpatient mission instead? 

• MED-0053: What is causing the MILCON savings?  What is the arrangement Great 
Lakes has with the VA hospital and how does this candidate recommendation impact 
that? 


